Abstract-In recent years, the current Internet has experienced an unexpected paradigm shift in the usage model, which has pushed researchers towards the design of the InformationCentric Networking (ICN) paradigm as a possible replacement of the existing architecture. Even though both Academia and Industry have investigated the feasibility and effectiveness of ICN, achieving the complete replacement of the Internet Protocol (IP) is a challenging task: (i) the process involves multiple parties, such as Internet Service Providers (ISPs), that need to coordinate among each other; (ii) it requires an indefinite amount of time to update hardware and software of network components; and (iii) it is a high risk goal that might introduce unexpected complications. Thus, the process of replacing the current Internet will inevitably lead towards a period of coexistence between the old and the new architectures. Given the urgency of the problem, this transition phase will happen very soon and people should address it in a smooth way.
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Some research groups have already addressed the coexistence by designing their own architectures, but none of those is the final solution to move towards the future Internet considering the unaltered state of the networking. To design such architecture, the research community needs now a comprehensive overview of the existing solutions that have so far addressed the coexistence. The purpose of this paper is to reach this goal by providing the first comprehensive survey and classification of the coexistence architectures according to their features (i.e., deployment approach, deployment scenarios, addressed coexistence requirements and architecture or technology used) and evaluation parameters (i.e., challenges emerging during the deployment and the runtime behaviour of an architecture). We believe that this paper will finally fill the gap required for moving towards the design of the final coexistence architecture.
Index Terms-Coexistence Solutions, Future Internet Architectures, Information-Centric Networking, Internet Protocol, Secure Transition.
I. INTRODUCTION
The current Internet architecture was designed for a small research community over three decades ago with the purpose of interconnecting multiple heterogeneous networks. At that time, nobody foresaw the popularity and longevity that the Internet architecture started gaining in late '80s and early '90s and that led towards the connection of over 3 billion of mobile and desktop devices. Today, people exploit networking devices for a variety of purposes, that go from simple web browsing to video conferencing and content distribution, with the expectation of being always connected, regardless of their time and place. The misalignment between the original design and the current use is inevitably moving the current Internet architecture towards its end. Over the years its limitations have been pushing researchers and experts of the field towards the identification of possible solutions to overcome them. Among those limitations, the first one regards the performance of the current Internet, which has to cope with the huge number of connected devices all over the world and with the new pattern of use of the network. According to this study [1] , currently there are around 23 billions of connected devices in the world, each one identified by a unique IP address and consuming the network bandwidth. With such a huge number of devices, one of the first issue has been the availability of unique IP addresses to be assigned. Even though researchers originally chose to allocate 32 bits to compose an IP address through the IPv4 protocol, they had to introduce the IPv6 one, extending the overall number of bits allocated from 32 to 128. Another problem is given by the type of network traffic: most of it is made of HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) requests, which means that users have changed the way they use Internet from a low-bandwidth interactive and store-and-forward approach towards a web and content dominated traffic. Finally, from a security and privacy point of view the current Internet is not even able to guarantee some essential requirements, such as origin authentication, data integrity or data confidentiality, because of its lack of security by design. This is the motivation for the introduction of solutions, such as IPsec suite [2] , that work on top of the current Internet and are aimed at overcoming its limitations.
For the above-mentioned reasons, researchers started designing new Internet architectures that might replace the current one in the future. Among those, the most promising ones adhere to the ICN paradigm: a new network communication model in which the traditional host-centric paradigm has been moved to the new information-centric one. While in the current Internet two endpoints can start communicating only if they know the respective IP address, explicitly or by use of a Domain Name System (DNS), in ICN they can send requests specifying only the content names, without being aware of the contents location in the network. This decoupling between request sending and content transferring introduces several benefits: reduction of latency and network load due to in-network caching [3] , inherent content integrity [4] and better support for mobility due to name-based routing [5, 6] . However, those benefits can occur only in a full-ICN scenario, which implies a complete replacement of the current Internet. Despite its obvious need, this is a long and complex process, that requires the coordination among the different parties (ISPs), time, costs for updating hardware and software of the network components and ability to face all the new arXiv:1903.07446v1 [cs.NI] 18 Mar 2019 possible challenges. Previous attempts to replace a widely used technology, protocol or architecture (e.g., IPv4/IPv6 protocol, 3G/4G technology, 4G/5G technology) have always faced a long period of coexistence between the old and the new solution. In the same way, the replacement of the current Internet will involve a transition phase during which IP and ICN architectures will coexist. More specifically, we envision that in a coexistence scenario there will be ICN and IP "islands" surrounded by an IP or an ICN "ocean", where an "island" will be a single device, a computer, an application or a server running either the ICN or the IP protocol, while an "ocean" will be a network containing components, that run different architectures.
Researchers working in this field have already addressed the coexistence of IP and ICN following two separate approaches. In the first one, the research groups designed future Internet architectures facing the coexistence only during the deployment of their testbeds and without considering it as part of the initial design. On the contrary, in the second case, the design of the future Internet architectures specifically addressed the coexistence of TCP/IP and ICN.
Motivation. All the existing architectures are affected by a strong limitation: the lack of a comprehensive approach in addressing the coexistence. The purpose of those architectures is to improve a network performance indicator, without considering all the issues that arise in a coexistence scenarios, especially the ones regarding the security and privacy of the end users. To design the first complete coexistence architecture, it is necessary first to have a comprehensive overview of strengths and weaknesses of the existing solutions. In [7] , researchers from InterDigital Inc. and Huawei provided the only available comparison of the existing coexistence architectures, focusing on the different deployment approaches chosen by each solution.
Contribution. The purpose of this paper is to provide the first complete survey and classification of the existing coexistence solutions. Overall, the contributions of this paper are the following ones: 1) We define a set of relevant features necessary for comprehensively analyze a coexistence architecture. 2) We provide the first comprehensive classification of all the main coexistence solutions. 3) We discuss the open issues and challenges affecting the existing coexistence architectures, by providing possible insights to design a more reliable future Internet architecture.
Organization. The paper is organized as follows: we illustrate the basic concepts of the TCP/IP protocol suite along with the newly introduced ICN one in Section II; Section III describes all the criteria we identified and used for the analysis and classification of the coexistence architectures; in Section IV we deeply illustrate each coexistence architecture and provide the motivation for our classification; finally, in Section V, we discuss the main strengths and limitations of the current coexistence architectures, providing insights for improving the design of the future Internet.
II. BACKGROUND The purpose of this section is to provide first an overview of the main features belonging to the TCP/IP and to the ICN architectures (Section II-A) and, then, an illustration of the emerging technologies (Section II-B).
A. Comparison Between Current and Future Internet Architectures
Originally developed as part of the ARPANET project [8] during the 1960s, the current Internet is now often referred as TCP/IP architecture due to its most well-known protocols -Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and IP. On the contrary, the ICN paradigm was first introduced in the TRIAD project [9] in 2000 and, then, followed by several architectures adhering to its new communication model. Since ICN is a paradigm, we will refer to the following four main implementations to describe the technical features of the future Internet: a Data-Oriented Networking Architecture (DONA) [10] , a Content-Centric Networking architecture (CCN) [11] , a Named-Data Networking architecture (NDN) [12] , a publish/subscribe architecture (PURSUIT) [13] , and a Network of Information architecture (NetInf) [14] .
Protocol Stack. Both TCP/IP and ICN rely on a layered protocol stack, which is comparable to the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model [15] , as shown in Figure 1 . The TCP/IP stack includes the following four layers:
• Application -it combines the functionality of the Application, Presentation and Session layers of the OSI model. It is responsible for sending and receiving data and it is specific for a particular type of application (e.g., DNS, HTTP).
• Transport -it targets the Transport layer of the OSI model and it is responsible for the end-to-end data transfer and data streams. Its most important protocols are TCP, which provides a reliable and connection-oriented service, and User Datagram Protocol (UDP), which offers an unreliable and connection-less service.
• Internet -equivalent to the Network layer of the OSI model, it provides addressing and routing functionalities to ensure the delivery of messages to their destination. IP is the most important protocol, but it does not provide flow control or error handling.
• Link -equivalent to the Data and Physical layers of the OSI model, it manages the interaction among physical network components and it works as an interface with the network hardware.
Since the ICN stack is an evolution of the TCP/IP one, each layer is described with respect to the corresponding one in the Internet stack. More specifically, the layers of the ICN stack are the following ones:
• ICN Application -the protocols of this layer address content names instead of hosts locations. For example, the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) inside an HTTP request is replaced with the complete name of a content.
• ICN Forwarding -for any ICN-compliant architecture this layer offers the same functionalities as the TCP/IP Network layer in such a way that source and destination IP addresses are removed from the network packets and only the addressed content name is declared. According to the specific architecture, this layer can also provide the features of the TCP/IP Transport layer. In that case, the Interest/Data messages replace the TCP/IP segment/ACK messages and the content requester becomes responsible for the message sending rate in place of the content source (producer or intermediate router).
• Link -to be ICN-compliant, this layer introduces a mapping between MAC addresses and content names.
Routing. The purpose of the routing functionality is to route network packets from the source node till the destination node on one way and, then, from the destination to the source on the other.
Each TCP/IP packet specifies both source and destination nodes by including their IP addresses. An IP address is the unique identifier of each network component and it contains both the address of the network and the address of the specific component within that network. In the current Internet, routers are the main responsible for the routing functionality. Equipped with at least two IP interfaces (i.e., an incoming and an outgoing one), each router receives IP packets in the incoming interface and checks whether there is a match, based on the longest prefix, in its Forwarding Information Base (FIB) internal data structure. The FIB contains a mapping between a network prefix and a router's outgoing interface, together with the next-hop IP address. If there is a match in the FIB for the incoming packet, this is forwarded through the outgoing interface towards the next node in the network.
In the future Internet the routing functionality differs according to the specific design of each architecture, but they all have a common design choice: the packets sent by a requester contain only the full name of the content and no IP addresses, neither the content requester's one nor the content source's one. In NDN and CCN architectures, contents are expressed through hierarchical names and routers use a longest-prefix match approach to find a possible entry in their FIB, which returns the name-prefix/prefixes of the next node/nodes in the network. On the contrary, DONA exploits a flat naming scheme to point to the contents available in the network and a name-based routing to redirect the packets until they reach the content source. A different approach is used by PURSUIT, which relies on a publish/subscribe model. Publishers publish their contents in the network and subscribers ask for a specific content by using a flat name scheme, made of two components: the Rendezvous Identifier (RI) and the Scope Identifier (SI). The first element addresses the component responsible to find the match between publisher and subscriber for a specific content, while the second is used to identify the sub-network where the rendezvous is. Once the subscriber obtains the location of the publisher from the rendezvous node, it sends its packet to the topology manager of the network where the content publisher is. The topology manager, then, identifies the path from the publisher to the subscriber and adds a series of Forwarding Identifiers (FIs) to the header of the packets. After that, the Forwarding Nodes (FNs) forward the packets only by using the FIs, without any routing table. Finally, the NetInf architecture adheres to both the approaches: name resolution, based on the publish/subscribe paradigm, and name-based routing.
Name Resolution. In the TCP/IP architecture there is a dedicated network component responsible for the name resolution, which is the DNS. This is a distributed service, which translates domain names, expressed in hierarchical URLs, into the corresponding IP addresses. The Internet is organized into separate DNS zones, each one under the direct control of an authoritative DNS server, and everytime a network device sends a request to its local DNS server, this might reply with a value saved in its cache or, otherwise, forward the same request to a remote server.
In ICN, the name resolution differs according to the chosen forwarding approach. In case of name-based routing, the requester specifies a content by providing its full name, which is the same analyzed by the routers to find the next hop in the network. On the contrary, in the name resolution approach, like the one used by PURSUIT or NetInf, there is always a dedicated node in the network, which is responsible for the mapping between publishers and subscribers.
Storing. In the TCP/IP architecture, routers are equipped with a buffer memory, which can be used for caching data packets. However, after the first forwarding, routers cannot reuse the same data packets. On the other hand, caching is one of the fundamental features provided by any ICN architecture, where almost any node is able to cache contents and to serve the corresponding requests.
Traffic Management. The current Internet addresses the Transport layer protocol through the TCP and the UDP protocols. More specifically, the first one provides a reliable and connection-oriented data transfer between two network components and it is also responsible for the management of the network flow control. As a matter of fact, before exchanging any data, the TCP protocol checks for the availability of the remote server through its three-way handshake mechanism. Only at the end of the handshake, the real communication starts, together with the data exchange, and it is regulated by the TCP protocol, which introduces sequence numbers in the message blocks to enable the destination node for properly ordering all the received messages.
In ICN, some architectures, such as DONA, still rely on the existing transport protocols so that all the forwarding mechanisms and transport functionalities are guaranteed. However, other ICN solutions, such as NDN, do not provide the Transport layer functionalities and, instead, delegate them to the application itself or to the network packets. After a certain timeout, an application can transmit again a packet, which by design has a limited lifetime to prevent network congestion. Moreover, the availability of distributed caches, which means contents, all over the network should prevent losses due to congestion.
B. Emerging Technologies
Before thinking of redesigning the whole Internet architecture, researchers and companies have provided several solutions, which work on top of the current Internet, to overcome some of its limitations. Among those, the most successful attempts are the following emerging architectures: SoftwareDefined Networking (SDN), Network Functions Virtualization (NFV), Content Delivery Network (CDN) and Delay Tolerant Network (DTN).
1) Software-Defined Networking: SDN [16] is an emerging networking paradigm that separates network control logic (i.e., the control plane) from the underlying switches and routers that forward the traffic (i.e., the data plane). By separating the control and data planes, the network switching/routing devices become simple forwarding devices and the control logic is incorporated in a logically centralized controller. This separation primarily helps in simplifying network (re)configuration, policy enforcement, and evolution [17] . The control plane and the data plane communicate via a well-defined programming interface, i.e., the forwarding elements of the data plane request for instructions from the controller as well as the controller has direct control over the data plane elements using an Application Programming Interface (API). The most popular flavor of such an API is OpenFlow [18] . An OpenFlow switch has one or more flow tables for handling packet-rules. When a rule matches with the incoming traffic, the OpenFlow switch performs certain actions (forwarding, modifying, dropping, etc.) on the traffic flow. The rules installed by the controller decide the role of an OpenFlow switch, i.e., it can behave as a switch, router, firewall, or middlebox (such as traffic-shaper, load-balancer).
2) Network Functions Virtualization: Diversity and dominance of proprietary appliances made service deployment, as well as testing, complex. NFV [19] was designed as a technology to leverage IT virtualization by exporting network functions from the underlying dedicated hardware equipment to general software running on Commercial Off-TheShelf (COTS) devices. Using NFV, the key network functions can be performed at various network locations, e.g., network nodes, data-centers, network edge, as required. NFV is different from SDN, and it only deals with the virtualization of network functions.
3) Content Delivery Network: The initial implementation of the Internet was designed to manage the traffic in a passive, end-to-end, and "best effort" approach [20] . With the explosion of user data and commercial content over the Internet, the "best effort" approach for traffic management became inefficient and unscalable. To handle this situation, CDN [20] [21] [22] was designed [23] [24] [25] . Nowadays, CDN appears as an integral and essential overlay network for the Internet [26] [27] [28] since it primarily aims to improve bandwidth availability, accessibility, and precise content delivery through content replication.
CDN architecture consists of several cache servers that are strategically located across the Internet. Typically, CDN holds a hierarchy of servers with multiple Points-of-Presence (PoP) that stores copies of identical content to satisfy user's demand from most appropriate/closest site [29] . It also has back-end servers for intra-CDN content distribution. CDN categorically distributes web contents to the cache servers, which are positioned close to the users. As a result, CDN offers fast, efficient, and reliable web services to the users.
There are two fundamental approaches for the deployment of CDNs: (i) overlay model, where content is replicated to thousand of servers worldwide, and (ii) network model, where routing configurations recognize the application services and forward them based on the predefined policies.
Even though CDNs improve content delivery, their performance is limited by the underlaying ISPs. Usually, CDNs do not manage independent packet data services, rather they rely on the ISPs to make packet routing decisions. Moreover, both ISP and CDN collectively provide end-to-end Quality of Experience (QoE) 1 for content delivery. Thus, coordination between ISP and CDN providers causes a massive impact on the overall QoE [26] .
4) Delay Tolerant Network: DTN [30] is an overlay architecture which operates above the protocol stack of ad hoc wireless networks and enables gateway functionality to interconnect them. To provide communication among networks having excessive delays due to highly repetitive link disruptions, DTN exploits various methods such as storage capacity, replication, parallel forwarding, forward error correction, and a variety of protocol techniques. More specifically, DTN implements a store-and-forward architecture in which the data units, characterized as bundles, are temporarily stored in the nodes (during network disruptions) until the appropriate next hop is discovered.
III. COEXISTENCE ARCHITECTURES: FEATURES AND EVALUATION PARAMETERS
In order to classify the existing architectures, we identified a set of features and evaluation parameters as the necessary ones to have a complete overview of each coexistence solution. The former come with the design of a coexistence architecture, while the latter refer to the challenges introduced during its deployment in a real scenario. The features are the following ones: deployment approaches, deployment scenarios, addressed coexistence requirements and architecture or technology used. On the contrary, the evaluation parameters are: traffic management, access control, scalability, dynamic network management and latency. In the remaining part of this section, we will describe features (Section III-A) and evaluation parameters (Section III-B) used for analyzing each coexistence architecture.
A. Features 1) Deployment Approaches: The deployment of ICN into the TCP/IP architecture inevitably rises the following question: How to introduce the ICN protocol into the TCP/IP one? To achieve this aim, researchers identified three possible approaches, shown in Figure 2 : overlay in case of ICN running on top of the IP protocol, underlay in case of ICN running under the IP protocol and hybrid in case of a coexistence of both IP and ICN protocols. In the overlay deployment approach, the aim is to enable the communication among several ICN "islands" in an IP "ocean" and is achieved through a tunnel over the Internet protocol. On the contrary, the underlay solution involves the introduction of proxies and protocol conversion gateways near to either ICN or IP "islands" to properly deliver and receive outgoing and incoming requests. As an example, an HTTP request sent to an ICN "island" is intercepted by a gateway, which is responsible for translating it into an ICN Interest. Then, the resulting ICN data packet is translated again into an HTTP reply sent back to the requester. Finally, the hybrid approach claims the coexistence of both ICN and IP, by adopting dual stack nodes able to handle the semantics of both IP and ICN packets. Given the diversity of the two protocols, from a semantic and format point of view, a dual stack node can use various options to infer content names from an IP packet, such as performing deep packet inspection in the payload or looking into the content name in the IP option header.
2) Deployment Scenarios: The purpose of this feature is to analyze all the possible scenarios in which a coexistence architecture can be deployed among the ones we identified and that are illustrated in Figure 3 .
Each deployment scenario involves two "islands", which run either the same networking architecture or two separate ones, surrounded by an ICN or an IP "ocean". The possible different deployment scenarios are the following ones:
• ICN-ICN communication in IP "ocean".
• ICN-IP communication in IP "ocean".
• ICN-IP communication in ICN "ocean".
• IP-IP communication in ICN "ocean".
• Border Island -communication between different "islands" in separate "oceans".
3) Addressed Coexistence Requirements: In a coexistence scenario, the heterogeneity of the different networks might generate conflicts that prevent each individual architecture from guaranteeing its main features and properties. For example, since most of the ICN architectures do not preserve the native transport functionalities provided by the TCP protocol of the current Internet, one of their most significant limitations is the traffic management. In a coexistence scenario, there would be a conflict between an IP "island" implementing its own logic for managing the traffic network and an ICN "island", which does not support the same features.
Examining previous works [31] , we consider the following requirements as the necessary ones to be supported in a coexistence scenario:
• Forwarding -the network forwarding devices should be able to handle packets with diverse routing identifiers (e.g., the variable-lengths of content names lead to dissimilar size of prefix-set and thus, different forwarding table look-ups).
• Storage -the network devices should support in-network caching to serve the content request and reduce bandwidth consumption. Nevertheless, the storage capacity of network devices also affects the size of the index table for the cached content and the time required to match the content name in the index table.
• Security -the network devices should preserve the security policies enforced in one (source) network to another (destination) network such as authenticating the digital signatures of content objects for content-based security or privacy policies.
• Management -the network devices should support management-related operations such as trafficshaping/engineering, load-balancing, and explicit path steering. 4) Architecture or Technology Used: ICN and IP architectures are not the only ones that can coexist, and even the coexistence could be improved using other technologies. More specifically, ICN well fits with several different technologies that are already deployed in the current Internet infrastructure. Among those, there are SDN, NFV or CDN. The purpose of this feature is to collect all the architectures that the coexistence solutions involve.
B. Evaluation Parameters
As evaluation parameters, we considered the following challenges arising during the deployment of a coexistence architecture in a real scenario:
• Traffic management -network traffic management is the process of controlling, managing, and limiting the network traffic to reduce congestion, latency, and packet loss. Typically, traffic management involves a network scheduler for: (i) traffic shaping, i.e., to delay packets until they meet predefined limits, and (ii) traffic policing, i.e., to drop, as well as decrease, priority of packets that exceed some predefined limits.
• Access control -in a networking context, access control uses a set of protocols to define, implement, and maintain policies that describe how the network nodes can be accessed by users/devices. Typically, it includes: -Authorization, authentication, and accounting of network connections. -Identity and access management.
-Mitigation of non-zero-day attacks.
-Policy lifecycle management.
-Role-based controls of user, device, application.
-Security posture check.
• Scalability -it ensures that the overall performance of a network will be not affected by the size of the network. In other words, scalability describes the ability of a network to grow and manage increasing demand.
• Dynamic network management -it is the process of administering and managing dynamic changes in computer networks, such as topology changes and handovers for seamless host mobility.
• Latency -it is defined as the amount of time a message takes to traverse a system. In a computer network, it is typically measured as the time required for a packet to be returned to its sender. The major factors for the network latency include propagation delays and delays due to routers, as well as storage devices.
IV. CLASSIFICATION OF THE COEXISTENCE ARCHITECTURES The purpose of this section is to illustrate the classification of the coexistence architectures according to the features and the evaluation parameters described in Section III. The summary of our findings is listed in Table I .
A. Publish-Subscribe Internet Technologies (PURSUIT)
PURSUIT [32] is a European project financed by the Seventh Framework Program (FP7), started in September 2010 and ended in February 2013. PURSUIT is an evolution of the FP7 project Publish-Subscribe Internet Routing Paradigm (PSIRP) [13] , proposing an ICN model based on a source node, that publishes an information, and on a client node, that subscribes to the content it desires. If the information is available, it will be delivered to the client. PURSUIT aims at improving PSIRP, meanwhile evaluating its performance, scalability, and coexistence with the current Internet network. Figure 4 shows a simplified form of the architecture proposed in PURSUIT project. PURSUIT architecture relies on the definition of a new data format and on the introduction of three new network components. PURSUIT addresses the data as information items, which consist of pair of identifiers, i.e., Rendezvous Id (RId) and Scope Id (SId). The former represents the real piece of information, while the latter specifies the group which the information belongs to. The three additional network functions addressed by PURSUIT are: Rendezvous Function, Topology Function, and Forwarding Function. The Rendezvous Function plays a fundamental role in PURSUIT since it maps subscribers to publishers and supports names resolution. Moreover, it also initializes the delivery of information item to the Parameter PURSUIT [32] NetInf [14] NDN [33] & CCN [11] O-ICN [34] CONET [35] GreenICN [36] coCONET [37] DOCTOR [38] POINT [39] RIFE [40] CableLabs [41] NDN-LAN [42] HICN [43] OFELIA [44] client. The Rendezvous Point (RP) performs the Rendezvous Function and relies on a hierarchical distributed hash table internal data structure. The Topology Manager (TM) implements the Topology Function by deploying a routing protocol to collect the topology of its domain and by exchanging routing information with other domains for global routing. The Forwarding Node (FN) implements the Forwarding Function and it is also responsible for redirecting the information item to the client. In particular, the forwarding mechanism is labelbased and uses a bloom filter [45] to speed up the information delivery. In addition, the FN offers also a caching facility. As shown in Figure 5 , the PURSUIT node internal architecture encompasses several components, enabling the publish/subscribe communication model among the different stack layers. The IPC Elements implement a non-blocking interprocess mechanism, allowing users-space applications to issue publish/subscribe requests and communicate through the proposed prototype. The functionality of the Local Proxy element is to maintain a local record for all the pending subscriptions and, after receiving a request, dispatch it to the appropriate functions (i.e., Rendevous Function, Forwarding Function, Topology Function). Finally, the Communication Elements are responsible for transmitting publications to the network. The design implementation of PURSUIT is based on Click elements [46] : it creates Ethernet frames and forwards them to the appropriate network interface. In addition, it provides the ability to utilize raw IP data packets as an alternative mechanism. This enables the prototype to be tested in Internetwide scenarios. Deployment Approach. Trossen et al. [32] implemented a Layer-2 VPN-based overlay solution of PURSUIT among multiple nodes located in Europe, US and Asia. The prototype is established and verified on three different testbeds for experimental purposes, functioning as an overlay on LAN environment. To showcase a specimen of native ICN application, multimedia streaming services were hosted as a demonstration, showing a lossless transmission and comparable performance.
Deployment Scenarios. The most suitable scenario for deploying PURSUIT is the ICN-ICN communication in IP "ocean" one, which is guaranteed by the overlay approach adopted in the testbed.
Addressed Coexistence Requirements. PURSUIT guarantees the following three coexistence requirements:
• Forwarding -this is specifically provided by the FN, a software-based forwarder used for ICN messages exchange.
• Storage -the FN, which has the responsibility of redirecting information to the client, provides caching facility to furnish storage of information.
• Security -the security measures provided by PURSUIT refer to the access of information. Besides gathering information into groups, PURSUIT supports the information categorization into scopes, used for the definition of access privileges and policy implementations.
Architecture or Technology Used. PURSUIT is an evolution of the PSIRP project and its testbed has been realized as an overlay solution over a LAN environment.
Evaluation Parameters. The main issue introduced by the overlay deployment in the PURSUIT architecture is the traffic management. This is mainly due to the existing Internet applications and protocols, which are not completely compatible with the techniques implementing ICN over TCP/IP or UDP [12, [47] [48] [49] for traffic transport. Thus, many applications and protocols, such as HTTP based multimedia streaming protocols, might face false throughput estimations [50] . This is due to the TCP aggressiveness in presence of variations in content source location (e.g., dynamic caching and interest aggregation) [51] .
B. Network of Information (NetInf)
The NetInf architecture [14] is the approach proposed by the European FP7 project SAIL [52] , started in January 2010 and ended in February 2013. The key components of NetInf architecture are the Convergence Layers (CLs), which are able to map the information, expressed through any protocol (e.g., HTTP, TCP, IP, Ethernet), into specific messages compliant to a general communication paradigm. In particular, when two nodes communicate between each other, the functionality of a CL is to provide framing and message integrity to NetInf requests and responses. Figure 6 depicts the different CLs designed within the NetInf stack. In particular, CLs encompass an additional function (i.e., Request Scheduling) between the NetInf Application and the NetInf Protocol. The CL1 functions over Ethernet, while CL2 makes NetInf able to function over a variety of networks links and protocols such as HTTP, TCP/IP, WLAN. The CLs also provide transport layer functions across different nodes such as flow control, congestion control and reliability.
Deployment Approach. NetInf adheres to the overlay deployment approach, as it is confirmed by its first prototypes, deployed as an overlay strategy over TCP/UDP.
Deployment Scenarios. The NetInf architecture supports the ICN-ICN communication in IP "ocean" scenario. Addressed Coexistence Requirements. The coexistence requirements provided by NetInf are the following ones:
• Forwarding -NetInf guarantees both name-based forwarding and name resolution; NetInf message forwarding protocol relies on the lower-layer networking technology (e.g., TCP connection between two Internet hosts) and this communication is provided by the CLs.
• Storage -NetInf nodes support both on-path and off-path caching.
• Security -the CLs are responsible for the integrity of the messages exchanged in the architecture. Architecture or Technology Used. Besides the standard TCP/UDP/IP tunneling, which is part of the overlay approach, NetInf does not rely on additional architectures.
Evaluation Parameters. The deployment of the NetInf architecture in a coexistence scenario introduces the following challenges: traffic management, due to the absence of interaction among the CLs transport functions and the NetInf transport functions, and access control. The first issue refers to the CLs, which are responsible for the interconnection of different types of networks into a single ICN network. For example, the interaction among the underlying protocols that provide really different communication services creates new challenges (e.g., from uni-directional, opportunistic message forwarding to flow-and congestion-controlled higher layer communication services; from delay-challenged to high-speed optical backbone networks). Concerning the access control limitation, in NetInf, it is not possible to apply controls over the accessibility levels of the information. Thus, anyone can access the published data without any restriction.
C. Name Data Networking (NDN) and Content Centric Networking (CCN)
The NDN research project [33] is one of the existing implementations of the CCN paradigm [11] , funded by the National Science Foundation [53] as part of the Future Internet Architectures program. From its first design late in 2010, the NDN main idea is to shift the existing IP host-to-host communication into a data oriented one by leveraging on an increased responsibility of the routers. Upon receiving a request for a content, the routers first check whether the content is already present in their cache (i.e., Content Store). If this is the case, they immediately return the content back, otherwise, they check the Pending Interest Table (PIT) , searching for a pending request issued for the same content. If the PIT already contains an entry for the specific content, routers just collapse the current request into the PIT. If none of the previous cases verifies, routers forward the request to the next node in the network using the FIB, and keep waiting for the associated data to return back. Once the data packet arrives, all the pending interests for that content are satisfied just by sending the copy of data back to all the hosts which have requested it.
As shown in Figure 7 , NDN introduces some changes into the IP stack. In particular, the two novel layers are the Security and Strategy ones: the first refers to the NDN design addressing the security of the content instead of the security of the communication channel between two nodes (which is how IP works); the second substitutes the network layer and provides the forwarding plane to forward Content chunks by giving the best choices to maintain multiple connectivities under varying conditions. In addition, the Strategy layer also supports security, scalability, efficiency and resiliency. Finally, NDN modifies the Transport Layer making it consumer-driven instead of producer-driven [54, 55] , importing it into the NDN forwarding plane. Deployment Approach. The common implementation of NDN and CCN includes overlay protocols, such as CCNx [49] and NDNLP [48] , which are deployed over existing IP infrastructure. For instance, CCNx [47] showcases the explicit example of overlay by implementing CCN-over-UDP. In particular, it provides a method to transport CCNx messages between two nodes over UDP. Moreover, a concrete example of NDN overlay architecture is provided by the ndn-testbed 2 , which connects multiple NDN nodes located in several continents over existing TCP/IP. The services provided in the trials of CCN/NDN include various projects, such as real-time videoconferencing [56] , adaptive bitrate streaming (not limited to end-to-end) [57] [58] [59] and ndnSIM (NDN simulator module on NS-3) [60] .
Deployment Scenarios. NDN supports the ICN-ICN communication in IP "ocean" scenario, as it is confirmed by the ndn-testbed.
Addressed Coexistence Requirements. NDN guarantees the following three coexistence requirements:
• Forwarding -the router's FIB is responsible for forwarding interests towards the content provider via one or more network interfaces based on the routes to the origin node(s). The requested data packet is then forwarded towards the requester by simply traversing, in reverse, the path of the preceding interest [12] . NDN supports also the multicast data routing, which improves receiverdriven multimedia delivery.
• Storage -NDN routers are enabled to cache contents.
• Security -NDN provides a data-centric security model where each data unit is uniquely signed by the data producer [61] . Architecture or Technology Used. Besides the standard TCP/UDP/IP tunneling, which is part of the overlay approach, the NDN project does not rely on additional architectures.
Evaluation Parameters. The tunneling approach, where NDN/CCN endpoints communicate over IP [62, 63] , disowns the fundamental advantages of the content oriented networking (i.e., in-network caching and multicast forwarding) and the architectures implementing hop-to-hop connection-less (/oriented) connectivity (i.e., over TCP/UDP) suffer from a lack of traffic management [51] . In NDN/CCN networks, Congestion Avoidance (CA) is operated by the consumer rather than by the producer (server). This means that the Interests transmission rate is adapted in order to ensure that the delivery of a requested resource can make maximum fair use of the network. Existing NDN/CCN CA algorithms are largely based on the TCP CA algorithms, which assume that the bandwidth-delay product of the network fluctuates relatively slowly, as all the data packets traverse the same path from server to client. However, in NDN/CCN network content objects may be retrieved from various locations and may reach the consumer through different paths. Thus, the concept of a bandwidth-delay related to a single path and the use of TCP CA algorithms do not fit for NDN/CCN networks. In the NDN/CCN community, this is an active research area [64] .
D. Overlay architecture for Information Centric Networking (O-ICN)
O-ICN [34] is a novel architecture, which leverages the SDN technology for separating data plane activities (i.e., forwarding and storing/caching of ICN contents) from control plane ones (i.e., naming, name resolution and routing). In particular, O-ICN introduces the ICN Manager as an extended version of a DNS server, which performs name resolution for both ICN and non-ICN requests. In case of an ICN request, the ICN Manager identifies the source of the content and sends to it the user's address, so that the source can route back the requested content to the user. In case of a non-ICN request, the standard routing mechanism of TCP/IP is followed. The naming scheme adopted by O-ICN is hybrid, i.e., both human readable and self-certifying as in the SAIL architecture [52] . Finally, the existing routers are modified to cache contents and communicate with the ICN Manager. Evaluation Parameters. As for the previous overlay approaches, O-ICN is affected from a lack of traffic management. In addition, the overall solution suffers from scalability problems and the ICN manager is not able to guarantee its DNS functionalities in case of dynamic network conditions.
E. CONET
CONET [35] is an architecture designed for connecting several CONET Sub Systems (CSSs), which could be the whole Internet network, an IP autonomous system or a couple of network connected components. The main components of the CONET design, shown in Figure 9 , are the following ones: End-Nodes (ENs), Serving-Nodes (SNs), Border-Nodes (BNs), Internal-Nodes (INs), and Name-System-Nodes (NSNs). An EN requests some named-data by issuing an interest routed by the BNs, which are located at the border of CSSs. The routeby-name process identifies the CSS address of the next BN, which is closest to the SN as soon as the appropriate CSS is reached. Then, the INs forward the packet using the under-CONET routing engine. The CSS address of EN and the ones of the traversed nodes are appended to the packet. As soon as a CONET node is found to be able to provide the requested named-data, this is sent back on the reverse path to serve the requesting EN. All BNs and INs along the traversed path may cache the content. Deployment Approach. The CONET architecture can follow either an overlay or a hybrid deployment approach. In the first case, CONET works on top of the IP layer and the CSSs are nodes connected by overlay links (e.g, UDP/IP tunnels). In the second approach, the purpose is to make IP contentaware by introducing a novel IPv4 option or an IPv6 extension header. The network components will have then hybrid routing tables with both IP network addresses and names.
Deployment Scenarios. Considering the overlay solution, CONET supports the ICN-ICN communication in IP "ocean" scenario. On the contrary, the hybrid approach allows it to be deployed in the Border Island scenario as well.
Addressed Coexistence Requirements. CONET guarantees the following three coexistence requirements.
• Forwarding and Management -these are guaranteed by BNs and NSNs. In addition, ENs provide transport-level functionalities such as reliability and flow control. Since the logic for requesting a content involves sending separate interests, each one containing a small part of the named-data, the control of interest sending rate can be used as a TCP-like flow control mechanism. • Storage -BNs are able to store contents. Architecture or Technology Used. Besides the standard TCP/UDP/IP tunneling, which is part of the overlay approach, the CONET project does not rely on additional architectures.
Evaluation Parameters. The hybrid deployment solution is hard to be introduced since it requires a new IP option. However, with respect to the clean-slate approach, the hybrid one is less disruptive, and it allows the architecture deployment in different scenarios.
F. GreenICN
The SDN technology decouples control plane from data plane, and it provides a programmable, centrally managed network control that improves network performance and monitoring. SDN-based implementations of ICN exploit the centralized view available to SDN controller, which enables the SDN controller to install appropriate forwarding rules for ICN requests/responses in such a manner that the network elements only have to support IP forwarding. Vahlenkamp et al. in [36] proposed an implementation of ICN using SDN under their GreenICN project. The proposal leverages ICN protocol's Message IDs and features of SDN instantiations such as OpenFlow to rewrite packet header information. Figure 10 Addressed Coexistence Requirements. The architecture addresses the following coexistence requirements:
• Forwarding -network programmability offered by SDN enables forwarding and routing for ICN.
• Management -SDN centrally managed network control supports load-balancing, traffic engineering, and explicit path steering (e.g., through ICN caches). Architecture or Technology Used. The authors argue that an ideal or native deployment of ICN, in which user devices, content sources, and intermediary network elements are ICN aware, may not be viable. Hence, the authors proposed to implement ICN-awareness in the SDN-enabled switches, where ICN packets are carried over the IP transport protocol. By using SDN, the authors target all the services/applications of the TCP/IP protocol stack.
Evaluation Parameters. In the proposed ICN implementation, SDN controller must manage every ICN request and rewrite several headers fields for every response packet, which might not scale with increased network size. Given that this solution is based on the widely accepted SDN technology -that supports agile deployment and rapid alternation in networking -the hardware modifications required for its deployment are low in those scenarios where SDN infrastructure already exists. Consequently, the time required for its deployment are also low. Nevertheless, the time and the hardware modifications required for its deployment would be higher if the SDN infrastructure does not already exists.
G. coCONET
Similar to the work [36] , Veltri et al. [37] proposed a CONET [35] inspired SDN-based implementation of ICN, called coCONET. Figure 11 presents a simplified view of this solution. In this architecture, ICN nodes and user-terminals form the data plane and Name Resolution Service (NRS) nodes are placed in the control plane. Moreover, ICN node works as an OpenFlow switch, while NRS node works as an OpenFlow controller. To this end, the authors proposed to extend the OpenFlow protocol [18] .
Deployment Approach. Similar to the work [36] , the proposed solution is an overlay ICN implementation as ICN data is encapsulated inside the SDN-based IP packets.
Deployment Scenarios. The proposed solution enables the ICN-ICN communication in IP "ocean" and the ICN-IP communication in IP "ocean" scenarios, where the underlying IP network is managed by OpenFlow-based SDN network.
Addressed Coexistence Requirements. The present architecture provides the following coexistence requirements:
• Forwarding and Management -SDN-based operations of the proposed approach support both forwarding and management of ICN traffic.
• Storage -ICN capable nodes cache the contents.
• Security -contents are cryptographically protected in order to assure content (and content generator) authentication and data integrity. This security service is provided through digital signature and can be verified through the public key associated to the private key of the content (or of the content generator). The proposed system enforces every ICN node to verify such signature before forwarding the content toward the interested end-nodes, to protect the network against DoS or other attacks. Architecture or Technology Used. Here, the authors focus specifically on OpenFlow-based SDN implementations and target all the services/applications of the TCP/IP protocol stack. OpenFlow is a flavor of SDN.
Evaluation Parameters. The proposed solution requires ICN capable OpenFlow network devices for ICN operations. Due to such specific requirements, the hardware modifications and the time required for its deployment are high.
H. DOCTOR
DeplOyment and seCurisaTion of new functiOnalities in virtualized networking enviRonments (DOCTOR) [38] is an ongoing project funded by French Nation Research Agency. The project provides support towards the adoption of new standards by developing a secure use of virtualized network equipment. This leads to ease the deployment of novel networking architectures, thus enabling the coexistence of IP and emerging stacks, such as NDN, as well as the progressive migration of traffic from one stack to the other. DOCTOR proposes the use of NFV infrastructure to achieve the incremental deployment of NDN at a low cost. The project proposes an HTTP/NDN gateway to interconnect ICN "islands" to the IP world, and an experimental architecture able to process the web traffic passing through a virtualized NDN network.
In particular, DOCTOR first deploys a virtual network based on OpenvSwitch to provide an end-to-end network connectivity between the virtualized network services and to enable a software control of the networking infrastructure. Then, it selects NDN as an ICN protocol stack. More specifically, the NDNx software is dockerized to become a Virtualized Network Function (VNF), deployable in DOCTOR architecture. In DOCTOR, NDN is used both over IP and over Ethernet since most NFV tools are still IP-dependent. To test the functionality of the coexistence, the web is considered as an application layer service due to its high popularity and predominance in the global network shares. However, since the current web clients and servers do not yet implement NDN, dedicated gateways are used to perform an HTTP/NDN conversion. Since these gateways are conceived as VNFs, they can be deployed where and when required. In particular, two types of gateways are defined: (1) an ingress GateWay (iGW), aimed at converting HTTP requests into NDN Interest messages and NDN Data messages into HTTP replies; (2) an egress GateWay (eGW), aimed at converting NDN messages into HTTP requests, if the content is not available in the ICN network, and HTTP replies into NDN Data messages. Figure 12 shows the high level architecture of a virtualized node in DOCTOR. The virtualized node is implemented on a single Linux server and it provides the required hardware resources for the VNFs, which can act as various components (e.g., NDN stack, IP stack, and HTTP/NDN gateway). Deployment Scenarios. The iGW and eGW allow DOC-TOR to support all the different deployment scenarios.
Addressed Coexistence Requirements. The DOCTOR architecture addresses the following coexistence requirements:
• Forwarding -explicit name based routing of NDN is performed at each router through the use of virtualized NDN stack.
• Storage -content stores perform the content caching.
• Security -DOCTOR supports the same content oriented security as NDN.
• Management -the control and management plane of VNFs in DOCTOR has been designed with respect to the recommendations of the ETSI NFV group, concerning the NFV MANagement and Orchestration (MANO) [66] .
Architecture or Technology Used. The architecture of DOCTOR is flexible, as it is based on NFV and SDN principles. Its main component is the NFV infrastructure, which enables the resource virtualization to deploy the ICN protocol stack over the data plane and the MANO aspects over the control plane. As a computing virtualization framework, the architecture uses Docker, which relies on a lightweight virtualization principle Evaluation Parameters. One of the key limitations of DOCTOR is the latency, which occurs due to the repeated sending of requests to the ICN servers, acting as gateways and attached to the content source. Since content names are different among each other, each new one represents a new routing identifier to be given to the gateways. This results in a continuous interaction between content publisher and gateways for each HTTP request.
I. POINT
The H2020 project iP Over IcN-the betTer IP (POINT) [39] started in January 2015 and ended in December 2017. Its main purpose is to evaluate both quantitatively and qualitatively the improvements introduced by running ICN over an IP network. To achieve this aim, POINT designs an evolution of the PURSUIT architecture, which both leverages on the SDN technology and on additional network components that enable IP-based applications to run in the new setup without any modification. Those new elements are the Network Attachment Points (NAPs) and the ICN Border GateWays (ICN BGWs). The former directly interact with the end user devices and are responsible for the translation of all the IP protocol abstraction layers (e.g., HTTP, TCP and IP) into the ICN paradigm, while the latter control the communication between ICN and IP networks. Furthermore, the NAP provides standard gateway functions such as Network Address Translation (NAT), firewall, and dynamic IP address assignment. The core ICN functionalities are provided by the PURSUIT components (i.e., TM, FN, and RP). Usually, content items are assigned a RId and are stored on the publisher, which advertises the contents availability in the network. Then, a user device sends a request for a content item and the NAP transforms the interest into a subscription for a specific RId. The subscription is then sent to the RP, which triggers the TM towards the identification of a path between publisher and subscriber. The TM identifies all the nodes that need to be traversed and it calculates the associated FIDs, which are placed in the packet header. At this point, the SDN switches are responsible for forwarding the packets by using only the FIDs and not the routing tables. The SDN switches are not aware of the POINT architecture and are, instead, coordinated by an SDN controller, which communicates directly with the TM. This communication is bidirectional since the SDN controller informs the TM about any topology modification, and the TM notifies the SDN controller about the configuration to be placed on the SDN switches. Figure 13 shows the internal architecture of a POINT node. In the upper layer of the node, there are generic applications (i.e., App1, App2, App3, App4) which interact with a set of abstractions provided by POINT (i.e., IP Abstraction, TCP Abstraction, HTTP Abstraction, CoAP Abstraction). Those are aimed at enabling the communication between applications and ICN networks without requiring any modification from the application interface side. Each abstraction, then, cooperates with the Pub/Sub (Information-centric) Service Abstraction to adhere to a publish/subscribe paradigm, where information is delivered according to specific strategies (i.e., LIPSIN, MSBF, POINT Alternative3). Finally, POINT exploits also the SDN technology by introducing two new layers (i.e., ICN-over-SDN shim layer and SDN) just above the L2 Transport Network layer. Deployment Approach. The POINT project falls under the underlay deployment approach due to the gateway components, which are responsible for the translation from the IP semantics into the ICN one.
L2 Transport Networks
Deployment Scenarios. The main purpose of the POINT architecture is to enable different subnetworks to communicate between each other. Thus, POINT supports the Border Island scenario.
Addressed Coexistence Requirements. Given that POINT is an evolution of PURSUIT, they both share the same coexistence requirements, i.e., forwarding, storage, and security.
Architecture or Technology Used. The POINT solution relies on both the PURSUIT architecture and the SDN technology.
Evaluation Parameters. The challenges introduced by the POINT project involve scalability, dynamic network management and latency of data transmission. The first two challenges refer to the appropriate configuration of SDN switches to face an automatic update of the network topology (e.g., a new host being attached). On the contrary, the third challenge might be due to the high frequency of interaction between NAPs and RPs.
J. RIFE
The architectuRe for an Internet For Everybody (RIFE) [40] architecture is a Horizon2020 funded project, which started in February 2015 and ended in January 2018. Its aim is to develop a new network infrastructure that brings connectivity to communities living in remote locations or unable to afford the communication network costs. To achieve the purpose, the RIFE project focuses on three different challenges regarding the current end-to-end communication paradigm: reduction of capacity, energy, and redundant contents available in the network. The first one can be achieved through a timeshifted access to network services and applications. The energy consumed by connected devices can be reduced by introducing a tolerance delay in the communication, so that devices can stay in an idle mode during the absence of network activity. Finally, the third aim is achievable by serving the same content to all the clients that require it, instead of releasing each time a new copy. The architecture addressing those objectives is a combination of IP, ICN, and DTN paradigms.
Deployment Approach. The RIFE architecture follows the underlay approach because of the gateway components, which are responsible for the translation from the IP semantics into the ICN one.
Deployment Scenarios. RIFE supports the Border Island scenario.
Addressed Coexistence Requirements. RIFE is an evolution of the PURSUIT architecture. Thus, the coexistence requirements addressed are the same, i.e. forwarding, storage, and security.
Architecture or Technology Used. The architecture proposed in the RIFE project is a modification of the PURSUIT one and it relies on the coexistence of IP, ICN and DTN. This last architecture is responsible for introducing the delay and disruption tolerance required to enable the time-shift requirement.
Evaluation Parameters. No challenges have been found for the RIFE project.
K. CableLabs
Among the different underlay approaches, there is a solution designed by CableLabs, which is a non-profit Innovation and R&D lab focused on the introduction of fast and secure release of data, video, voice, and services to end users. CableLas proposes an incremental introduction of CCN/NDN in the existing CDNs to improve the overall content distribution without modifying IP routers [41] . The architecture designed by CableLabs requires first a migration of some services/applications to the ICN paradigm, and then the introduction of proxies. Those are able to manage the translation between HTTP and CCN. Once several ICN "islands" are deployed in the network, the communication among them is provided through IP tunneling.
Deployment Approach. The solution proposed by CableLabs adopts the underlay approach because of the gateway components, which are responsible for the translation from the IP semantics into the ICN one.
Deployment Scenarios. The CableLabs architecture supports all the deployment scenarios except for the Border Island one.
Addressed Coexistence Requirements. The CableLabs architecture addresses the following coexistence requirements:
• Forwarding -the additional proxies introduced in the network to support the translations i.e., HTTP to CCN and CCN to HTTP, also work as CCN forwarder.
• Storage -as the architecture is an evolution of a CDN, by design the network nodes can cache contents.
Architecture or Technology Used. Throughout this project, CableLabs investigates how the CCN infrastructure is better in supporting a content-oriented network with respect to the current solutions, such as CDNs. Thus, CableLabs illustrates an incremental deployment of a CCN network over a CDN existing one.
Evaluation Parameters. The following ones are the challenges identified by CableLabs with respect to their own architecture: traffic management, optimization of CCN router implementation (e.g., FIB/PIT sizing and memory bandwidth), optimization of CCN cache implementation, content object size and fragmentation (i.e., definition of the maximum content object size transmissible inside a network), CCN to HTTP and HTTP to CCN conversions (e.g, the computational complexity of the translation function).
L. NDN-LAN
The authors in [42] propose a hybrid ICN architecture in which content names are mapped to the MAC addresses. In particular, the authors present the design of a Dual-Stack switch (D-switch), which provides name-based forwarding for NDN traffic and address-based forwarding for conventional traffic such as IP. It can be seen from Figure 14 that the key component of D-switch architecture is the Dispatcher, which checks the EtherType field in the header of a received frame. When an IP frame is detected, the D-switch works like a traditional Ethernet switch and it forwards the frame using the MAC address. If an NDN frame (i.e., Interest or Data packet) is detected, the D-switch processes/forwards the frame based on the content name carried in the NDN header (i.e., Layer 3). In particular, the dispatcher either selects the Process IP Traffic or Process NDN Traffic module in the D-switch based on the value of EtherType field. In the Process NDN Traffic module, the PIT and FIB tables are modified to store the mapping between the content names and MAC addresses. For instance, when an Interest packet is received, the D-switch will forward it by searching the content name and its corresponding MAC in the FIB, and then fill the destination MAC address field in Ethernet header with the recorded MAC address.
Deployment Approach. This coexistence approach falls under the hybrid approach because the D-switches are able to process both types of traffic (i.e., IP and NDN). In particular, a LAN consists (fully or partially) of D-switches that can process the data traffic received from NDN-enabled hosts, as well as IP hosts. However, a fully hybrid scenario needs to be consistent with D-switches only, else other techniques or polices/rules are required to perform the data forwarding. Deployment Scenarios. The D-switches allow NDN traffic to run within the IP network, so NDN-LAN supports all the deployment scenarios except for the Border Island one. As a matter of fact, due to the use of MAC-layer encapsulation only, the inter-network communications are not possible and the Border island scenario cannot be supported.
• Forwarding -full advantage of ICN features, such as innetwork caching and native multicast, is supported when the underlying LAN consists of D-switches only. However, when the LAN has both D-switch and conventional Ethernet switches, it has to be carefully designed to avoid conflict between name-based forwarding and addressbased forwarding.
• Storage -in-network caching is only supported at Dswitches, and it is responsibility of the network manager to prevent the conventional Ethernet switches from receiving ICN packets.
• Management -management of such a deployment is challenging due to limitations of topology creation and forwarding rules installation. Architecture or Technology Used. NDN-LAN is mainly suitable for NDN applications that run in small and private networks such as university campus and within an organization. However, the proposed coexistence solution aims to support a variety of applications which includes NDN as well as IP applications. This is achieved through the following design goals: (i) coexistence with IP traffic, which ensures that the common mechanisms should run without any change or performance penalty, (ii) native NDN support, by not relying on tunnels or overlays, and (iii) incremental deployment and general applicability. The proposed solution does not make use of any specific technology to implement the D-switch logic. Minor hardware and software changes in the D-switches allow them to process the IP and NDN traffic in a controlled environment (i.e., LAN).
Evaluation Parameters. To implement the required logic and functionalities at D-switches so that it can support NDNenabled traffic processing, some changes are required in the switch hardware, as well as software. Additional forwarding polices need to be installed in scenarios where D-switches coexist with conventional Ethernet switches. Without any standardization of these new software/hardware components, the applicability of the proposed solution in real-world coexistence applications is limited. Designing mechanisms that support the name-based forwarding, meanwhile coexisting with addressbased forwarding within the same LAN, is a challenging task. Additionally, the process for D-switches to learn the forwarding table at Layer-2 and build name-based FIB at Layer-3 is an open problem that needs to be addressed. In LANs, the implementation of the proposed solution is simple and straightforward. However, as the LAN size increases and communication between different LANs are needed, the deployment cost will increase significantly, and the current solution needs to be extended to deal with new issues such as interoperability and scalability.
M. hICN
Authors in [43] propose methods and systems to facilitate the integration of ICN into IP networks. The hybrid ICN (hICN) communication system claims to have the ability to preserve ICN features and advantages, while, at the same time, benefiting from exploiting an existing IP infrastructure. The major components of hICN communication system are as follows: (i) hICN-enabled IP router(s), capable of processing and forwarding both regular IP packets and IP packets enhanced with ICN semantics, (ii) IP router(s), capable of handling IP packets, and (iii) hICN router(s), being provisioned with a consumer or producer application. The traditional IP packet headers have been modified to add the ICN semantics. As it is shown in Figure 15 , when a router receives an IP packet, then according to the IP header content, it can identify how to process it, i.e., using ICN or IP stack. The authors suggest two possible name mapping schemes for hICN content names to IP: (i) pure IP mapping, in which content name components can be directly encoded in the IP header, and (ii) optimized mapping, in which a subset of the content name component is encoded in the network header, while the remainder is encoded in the transport header.
Deployment Approach. As the hICN-enabled IP routers are able to process the IP, as well as the ICN traffic, hICN falls under the hybrid deployment approach. However, unlike NDN-LAN, in which MAC-to-content name mapping and conversely is performed, in hICN, the IP-to-content name and conversely is done.
Deployment Scenarios. Due to the presence of dual stack routers, the proposed architecture supports all the deployment scenarios.
Addressed Coexistence Requirements. hICN can be considered as one of best proposals to support the coexistence because it retains most of the ICN basic features (e.g., layer-3 name-based routing, partial symmetric routing, object-based security, anchorless mobility, and in-network reactive caching). This is because hICN exploits the IPv4 and IPv6 header fields content semantic to identify whether the received packet is an IP Data packet or an IP Interest packet. The use of IPv4 or IPv6 RFC compliant packet formats guarantees the communication between an IPv4/IPv6 router and a hICN one. More specifically, the hICN router processes and forwards both the regular IP packets and the ICN-semantic-based ones. Hence, it preserves pure ICN behavior at Layer-3 and above by guaranteeing end-to-end service delivery between data producers and data consumers using ICN communication principles. The present architecture provides the following coexistence requirements:
• Forwarding -the hICN-enabled IP routers as well as IP routers use the same forwarding module.
• Storage -the cache stores are available on hICN-enabled IP routers, and the Interest packets could be satisfied by these routers if the requested content is available in the router cache.
• Management -for large scale usage of this architecture, the consumer and producer applications must have the mapping of content-names with the corresponding IP addresses, so that the ICN packets can be processed seamlessly by the non-ICN enabled routers as well.
• Security -the architecture provides the same security features that are provided by ICN. However, the IP-only routers are not able to check the received data packets integrity and authentication, hence, at least one hICNenabled IP router must be available in the route between the consumer and producer. Architecture or Technology Used. The hICN proposal uses the IP packet header semantics to differentiate the ICN and IP packets, and the mapping table at hICN-enabled router or DNS is used for performing the mapping task. To support the interoperablity among different networks, the edge router could translate the incoming packets to hICN compliant packets using a proxy. Therefore, hICN does not use any specific architecture (e.g., SDN) or technology (e.g., virtualization or tunnelling) to perform the coexistence.
Evaluation Parameters. The major challenges of hICN are similar to the other hybrid approaches and include a lack of support for heterogeneity, scalability, and standardization of the proposed changes in the traditional Internet protocols and network components. Moreover, the communication delay caused by the additional time used by hICN routers for the mapping could be an issue for delay sensitive applications. The hardware modifications are minimal because the hICN routers can be created by installing a software bundle in the existing IP routers. However, the memory requirements will increase due to the need of storage cache. The deployment effort will be considerable due to the need of the modifications in the consumers and producers applications.
N. OFELIA
Blefari Melazzi et al. [44] proposed an SDN-based hybrid implementation of ICN under the OFELIA project. The proposed approach is an extension of the CONET architecture [35] for OpenFlow networks, where dedicated BNs perform name-to-location resolution, using an external system, for any requested Named Data Object (NDO). Figure 16 presents a simplified view of this solution. The authors propose to include two different forwarding strategies in an ICN node: (1) to forward content requests; and (2) to deliver the data. Forward-by-name feature of an ICN node applies to Interest packets, while Data Forwarding is the mechanism that allows the content to be sent back to the device that issued a content request. Content routing is used to disseminate information about location of contents, and Caching is the ability of ICN nodes to cache data and to directly reply to incoming content requests. Deployment Approach. The proposed architecture adheres to a hybrid approach.
Deployment Scenarios. The proposed implementation of ICN is an extension of the CONET framework, in which BNs interconnect different CSSs. Hence, this solution supports the Border Island scenario.
Addressed Coexistence Requirements. The proposed system is based on CONET framework. Extending the primary goals of CONET framework, this architecture aims to support forwarding, storage, security and management for ICN deployment.
Architecture or Technology Used. The present solution strongly relies on the architecture proposed in the CONET project and, through SDN/OpenFlow, it targets all the services/applications of the TCP/IP protocol stack.
Evaluation Parameters. The architecture of the solution requires the networking elements to be OpenFlow compliant. Given that OpenFlow (SDN) has been widely adopted in the networking domain, the hardware modifications and the time required for its deployment are low in scenarios where OpenFlow-based network is already present. On another side, the hardware modifications and the time required for its deployment would be higher if OpenFlow-based network is not already present.
V. LESSONS LEARNED AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Here, we summarize the lessons learned (Section V-A) and we provide possible future research directions (Section V-B).
A. Lessons Learned
The main aim of this survey is to provide the necessary overview of the available solutions, that already address the coexistence, to move the research community towards the design of the most appropriate architecture for the future Internet. Thus, to guide the reader towards the interpretation of Table I , we add here two new tables, which are a summary of the previous one. In particular, among all the features and evaluation parameters considered in this survey, the only ones that can be chosen by a network designer are the deployment approach and the possible architecture or technology to be used in the design of his solution. Thus, Table II and Table III are aimed at comparing each deployment approach and each architecture or technology used with respect to all the other features and evaluation parameters, respectively. As a matter of fact, the deployment scenarios, as well as the addressed coexistence requirements, directly depend on the deployment approach or on the architecture or technology, while the evaluation parameters are dynamic properties evaluated during the runtime deployment of an architecture.
The content of the cells, as well as its meaning, is shared between Table II and Table III . More specifically, the content of each cell corresponds to the number of coexistence architectures addressing both the properties specified in the corresponding row and column (e.g., in the first cell of Table II the value equal to 7 means that there are 7 coexistence architectures adhering to the overlay approach and supporting the forwarding functionality). The meaning of the values in the cells is different throughout the table. In the upper part (i.e., rows referring to addressed coexistence requirements and deployment scenarios), the higher is the number, the more positive it is. On the contrary, in the lower part of the table (i.e., rows referring to the evaluation parameters), the higher is the number, the worse it is since the rows refer to the limitations of an architecture. Table II shows on the columns the three different deployment approaches (i.e., overlay, underlay and hybrid), while on the rows there are all the other features, except for the architectures or technologies used, considered in Table III. Considering the deployment approaches, we found six architectures adopting the overlay solution, four the underlay, three the hybrid and one architecture (i.e., CONET) adhering to both overlay and hybrid. As it is shown in the table, a plausible reason for this greater adoption of the overlay approach with respect to the other ones might be the higher number of addressed coexistence requirements provided by it. As a matter of fact, almost all the overlay architectures guarantee the forwarding and storage features and the number of the ones supporting security and management is higher than in the underlay and hybrid cases. On the contrary, adopting an overlay approach prevents architectures from being deployed in all the deployment scenarios: none of the overlay architectures covers either the ICN-IP communication in ICN "ocean" or the IP-IP communication in ICN "ocean" scenarios. Finally, considering the evaluation parameters, most overlay architectures are not able to properly manage the network traffic, but the other limitations are comparable with the ones affecting the underlay and hybrid solutions. Moreover, even if the number of challenges under the last class (i.e., Other) might be significant, we remind that those limitations strongly depend on the design of each coexistence architecture. Table III contains the same rows as Table II , while on the columns it shows all the architectures and technologies used in the analyzed coexistence solutions. Throughout this survey, we found the following results: one coexistence solution relying on the PSIRP architecture, two on LAN, one on SAIL, six on SDN, two on PURSUIT, one on CDN, one on DTN, one on CONET and one on DNS. As it is clearly visible from the table, the reason for adopting the SDN technology in a coexistence scenario is given by its numerous benefits in terms of both features and evaluation parameters with respect to the other possible solutions.
B. Future Research Directions
As confirmed by the large number of coexistence projects (e.g., POINT, DOCTOR, and hICN) that we surveyed in this paper, Industry and Government are pushing towards the definition of a new Internet architecture (i.e., ICN) and its coexistence with the current one (i.e., IP). Over the years, the research community has significantly grown around ICN, following different coexistence design approaches. Since a clean slate deployment of ICN requires overhauling the entire Internet infrastructure and changing all the host and producer applications, it is difficult to simply transit from research testbeds to operational networks. Based on the experience received from the initial ICN architecture efforts (e.g., NDN), researchers have realized that it is difficult, as well as infeasible, to replace a greatly successful imperative architecture with a clean slate approach. A plausible reason for this is that ICN remains unproven due to the lack of large scale testbeds, and the consequently limited number of users in a trial, and that it has been tested on a limited number of applications so far.
In the literature, three main approaches (i.e., underlay, overlay, and hybrid) have been used to deploy coexistence architectures. The underlay approach introduces communication latency due to the required mapping between IP and name addresses, which limits its usability for real-time and delay-sensitive applications. On the contrary, the underlay approach maintains an unaltered quality of service under both normal and exceptional conditions, such as failure, server and link congestion, which are common in operator networks. Considering the overlay approach, a major drawback is that it requires the definition and standardization of a new packet format, together with protocols that manage the mapping between ICN faces and IP addresses in the ICN routers FIB. Thus, overlay poses a significant challenge to network operators and developers. Additionally, upon new deployment, the tunnel configurations in overlay needs to be manually changed to include the newly deployed ICN nodes, and these point-to-point tunnels limit the ICN capability in utilizing the underlying broadcast media. Finally, the hybrid approach offers an interesting alternative as it allows ICN semantics to be embedded in standard IPv4 and IPv6 packets so that the packets can be routed through either IP routers or hybrid ICN routers. However, the detailed performance results for hybrid solutions are still incomplete, which limits its usage in real deployment scenarios.
In the past few years, a significant effort put by Governments, Industry and Academia to assess the feasibility and effectiveness of ICN indicates that ICN paradigm is being considered as a possible replacement for the current IP-based host-centric Internet infrastructure. Hence, we now present few research directions that could be exploited in this research field.
• Secure transition phase: from its start, ICN was purposefully designed to have certain inherent security properties such as authentication of delivered content and (optional) encryption of the content. Additionally, relevant advances in the ICN research community have occurred, promising to address each of the identified security gaps. However, due to the lack of real deployments, an array of security features in ICN networks are still under-investigated, including access control, security of in-network caches, protection against various network attacks (e.g., DDoS), and consumer privacy. For instance, due to the distributed nature of content availability in ICN, securing the content itself is much more important than securing the infrastructure or the end points. This lack of addressing security goals in the final ICN paradigm is even more critical when considering the coexistence of TCP/IP and ICN, which could lead to the introduction of new attacks and security issues. One of the main limitations of existing projects is that all of them address only the existence of a transition phase without investigating the impact of coexistence on the security and privacy of the system. We believe that not only passing through this intermediate step is unavoidable, but also that it is important to assess the security and privacy vulnerabilities that might come up under the coexistence of both architectures.
• Coexistence solutions that preserve inherent ICN advantages: due to its inherent features such as in-network caching, interest aggregation, and content oriented security, ICN provides improved communication system and security by design. Therefore, these essential features of ICN should be protected while designing a coexistence architecture.
• Optimized ICN-IP name-space mapping: an important issue in the state-of-the-art solutions, that provide translation of IP/HTTP-level services into ICN (or vice versa), is to ensure that the communication latency is comparable with the one in the current network. In most of the coexistence solutions, that use some sort of translation at any networking layer (e.g., transport or network), the main problem is the repeated sending of newly published content information towards the translation server, which generates delay in the response path of requester and congestion in the network. The problem lies in the fact that the URL is likely different for every request (assuming some form of meaningful service interaction between IP client and ICN producer). Additionally, the existing channel semantics cannot be applied directly because the corresponding routing identifier at the ICN level is different for each publication, from the translation server to IP client. Also, realizing the rendezvous function approach, which is responsible for the response of new publications, requires continue interaction between server and content publisher. This causes an additional latency for the client requests, waiting for a fresh mapping of ICN-IP at each published event.
• Data protection and confidentiality: ensuring privacy for network entities (e.g., consumer and producer) in coexistence architecture is not a trivial task, mainly due to the poor privacy support provided in ICN. Hence, it is important to investigate how the privacy issues were dealt in the current coexistence architectures. Ideally, names should reveal no more than what is currently revealed by an IP address and port. However, in ICN the name prefix reveals some information about the content, and the in-network caching and data in PIT might expose the consumer identity. Therefore, the researchers should focus on the specific issues concerning the privacy and data protection in the coexistence scenarios. For instance, in a coexistence architecture, IP to name-prefix mapping is performed when an IP packet travels from IP to ICN network. In this scenario, the IP header does not reveal any information about the payload, but the prefix name does, thus, the data confidentiality is threatened when these data packets are traveling through the ICN "island".
In particular, since the use of name prefix for addressing the data in ICN reveals sufficient information to the passive eavesdropper, ensuring privacy means that names and payloads cannot be correlated. However, such privacy requirement would need an upper-layer service similar to the one that would resolve non-topological identifiers (e.g., ICN name prefix) to topological names (e.g., IP network address).
• SDN/NFV for efficient coexistence: as mentioned earlier, the SDN technology separates the control plane from the data plane. The decoupled control plane is programmable and has a global view of the network that provides easier network management monitoring. SDNbased implementations of ICN exploit the centralized view available to the SDN controller, which enables the SDN controller to install appropriate rules in the dataplane to process ICN requests/responses. In the state-ofthe-art, both overlay and hybrid ICN deployments have leveraged SDN to address different coexistence requirements, e.g., forwarding, storage, management, security, and interoperability. SDN has already been successfully adopted for network deployment; it makes SDN an appropriate choice for quick deployment of ICN with low hardware modifications. On the another side, NFV can help to virtualize several network functions that were previously implemented via physical devices.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we survey various efforts done by researchers and industries in recent years to propose a design of ICN-IP coexistence architecture. All of these architectures differ from each other according to their specific design, but they all adhere to the ICN paradigm, which means a contentoriented communication model in replacement of the current host-centric one. In our survey, we identify that all these architectures have important limitations: none of them has been designed through a comprehensive approach that considers all the new challenges introduced by a coexistence scenario. Instead, the main aim for most of them is to improve the current Internet by exploiting some of the core ICN features (i.e., forwarding, storage, management, and security). Even though security also belongs to that list of features, none of the existing architectures has considered it as the main purpose. In future, we believe appropriate coexistence architecture designs are needed to build a secure path towards the future Internet. This can be done by considering the limitations and necessary improvements of the existing coexistence solutions we have analyzed in this survey. With the set of future research directions and open questions that we have raised, our work will motivate researchers towards designing a complete solution for ICN-IP coexistence while tackling the key security and privacy issues.
